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Revealed preference approach to 
commenting on this report

2 Informed potential commentators (Damien and Marc)
1 Uninformed potential commentator (Giancarlo)


•  About a week before ACE Damien says he cannot 
comment/come (informed decision)

•  Giancarlo is asked to replaced Damien and says yes 
(uninformed decision)

•  Three days before ACE Marc learns that Giancarlo said yes 
and says he cannot comment/come (informed decision)

Inference: commenting on this report should be a pain
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Two reasons why commenting on the 
report is indeed a pain 
!
Reason 1: 
290 pages long!!! Very well thought and written, really a good job!
Lots of details, each 10 pages would have required 2 hours of 
reading + reflection + commenting (on boring microeconomics). 
2 hours x 29 = 58 h = 7,5 working days... I had 2 (almost)
 
Reason 2 (perhaps not entirely shared by Damien and Marc):
Reading was a continuous pain, from a public economics 
perspective, as I imagined:

•  how the "pass-on" defence will be used and misused in 
damage claims

•  the increase of litigation costs and the reduction in 
deterrence this may lead to

!
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Let’s make a step back: Why the 
Directive, why Private Action in EU 



US L&Ec approach clear: Max Net Gains/Effectiveness 

[Deterrence Gains - Enforcement/Prosecution/Litigation 
deadweight loss]


Private Action to increase Deterrence & correct failures from 

Public Enforcers
• Treble Damages
• Private claimants politically useful to convince Courts to 
enforce
• rather negative effects otherwise (Maggie Levenstains' 
presentation at Macci's workshop on Damages)
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EU started like that with the White 
Paper (2005) 

!
!

Then lobbying from the various industries (Legal and economic 
consulting included I'm afraid) and 



“European legal culture” based on principles and evidently 
uninterested in consequences kicked in



Green Paper (2008)



Then the Directive (2014)
!
!
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Damages as right for compensation… 

…rather than tool for effective deterrence 
(See Buccirossi, Marvao and Spagnolo 2015)


• Punitive (double, treble) damages forbidden across Europe!
• Whistleblower protection from liability limited, Hungarian 
solution forbidden!
• Disclosure of leniency statements forbidden!
• Disclosure of settlement statements forbidden!!!

My interpretation: very self-serving for enforcement agency. 
Easy life / results (nr of cases closed), easy leniency, easy 
settlements, difficult damages… risk of reducing deterrence.


Poorer results for society in terms of underdeterrence - 
enforcement/prosecution/litigation costs, with limited 
damages, limited disclosure, no criminal sanctions…
!
!
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This report cannot change this, but…
…it can avoid interpreting it as naturally allowing for a 
pass-on defense, with same status as indirectly damaged 
parties right to compensation 


No reasonable ethical or economic argument to justify a 
pass-on defense, if it can be avoided


Infringer is guilty, direct and indirect purchasers are 
innocent


If INNOCENT direct purchaser overcompensated for harm it 
passed on, court can require him to compensate indirect 
purchasers – giving them standing against them only - 
avoiding duplicate recoveries.


Indirect purchaser may sue direct purchaser if 
overcompensated, and receive pass-on compensation, 
!
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Limit pass-on defense!

Better having an innocent party benefits form overcompensation 
(distributional issue between innocents) 

than the main culprit - the only bad guy - benefitting from 
undercompensation of victims (inefficient and injust, 
distributional issue favors culprit over innocent)

This holds from all possible points of views, economic, ethical, 
and legal.
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And disclosure rules!
The tone in the report could reflect this

Even more important given the lack of information of 
indirect purchasers 

and the disastrous rules limiting disclosure of leniency 
and settlement statements, that make claims from 
indirect purchasers very unlikely (to be brought and to 
succeed)   
!
Suggest more generosity with access to data!!! !
With limited disclosure and lacking data less compensation, and 
more MISTAKES, and these harm deterrence whatever their 
direction!! 9



Some additional considerations, just 
to add some complications 

!1.  The report clarifies pass-on issues for direct and indirect 
purchasers, but the Directive opens to claims from potential buyers, 
linked to the quantity effect, producers of complementary products, 
unwarranted benefits, e.g. to producers and buyers of substitutes 
products…

2.  Efficiency defense? Car parts cartel(s), lean production and the best 
cars ever? (Calzolari and Spagnolo 2016)

3.  Complex general equilibrium effects... but again general 
equilibrium opens to positive net effects of cartels, Th. Second Best,

4.  Altomonte et al. 2015 present new survey evidence on pricing 
behavior for more than 14,000 European firms. Among firms that 
are price setters, roughly 75% respond that their prices are set as a 
markup on total costs, a business practice termed “full cost 
pricing”. Only 25% set prices as markups over variable or marginal 
costs. Results similar to Hall and Hitch (1939) and subsequent 
survey evidence... 

!
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